English
We will be focusing on the following texts and
linking them to our English lessons.





There’s a Tiger in the Garden
Rumble in the Jungle
The Great Kapok Tree
Giraffes can’t dance

(Discovery) - Geography

RE

We will be using maps, atlases and globes to
revisit the world’s oceans and continents. Then we
will be learning all about the different rainforests
around the world, where they are in relation to the
equator and poles and how this affects their
climate. We will study rainforests in detail, learning
about their different layers and the incredible
creatures that live there.

This term we will be exploring the following
questions whilst learning about Islam and
Christianity.

In English we will be focusing on story writing
recounts, diary entries, instruction writing,
information texts and poems.
Maths

Does completing Hajj make a person
a better Muslim?



Who made the world?

PSHE/RSE
We will be exploring emotions and feelings
through discussion and activities.

The Rainforest
Oak Class
Summer term

Using maths mastery we will be focusing on
these key areas ...
Geometry
Time



Why are rainforests endangered?

PE

We will be taking part in athletics and working
together as a team in striking and fielding
games.

Measurement
Number consolidation

Computing

Problem solving

Science

Art

As scientists we will be learning all about animals
including humans. This will link into the rainforest
where we will explore the different types of animals
that live there.

As artists will be experimenting with colours and
learning new techniques using pattern, texture,

line, shape, form and space. We will also be
creating out own rainforest art work inspired
by Henrri Rousseau.

We will also be exploring plants by growing our own
in class and observing them as well as identifying
what a plant needs to stay alive.

We will be learning how to use PowerPoint to
showcase our own ‘save the rainforest’
presentation. We will be learning key skills such
as searching for information and images to
include in our slides and how to open and save
our work.

The Rainforest
Oak Class
Summer term

Why are rainforests endangered?

Key vocabulary
Rainforest – a large forest found in tropical areas, which receives a lot of rainfall
Canopy – the top layer of leaves or branches in a rainforest

Key dates
Super start An adventure on the field using a map to find and
unveil the secret word. We will be making rainforest
crafts to decorate our topic display.
Mid term A message from a rainforest explorer who needs help to
solve a mystery.
Fantastic finish Parent workshop showcasing our rainforest work
School trips Drusilla's rainforest experience - TBC

Understory – the layer of leaves and branches beneath the canopy layer
Emergent layer – the tops of trees that poke above the canopy layer
Tropical – areas close to the equator which experience high temperatures and lots of
rainfall
Climate – the weather conditions in an area Habitat – the natural home of an animal
or plant
Endangered – seriously at risk of extinction (dying out)
Temperature – the amount of heat in an area
Humid – water in the air, making it feel hot and sticky
Equator – the invisible line which separates the Northern and Southern parts of the
planet
Continent – a cluster of countries

Homework tasks
Choose any 6 activities (1 a week) to complete during this term. Colour in the boxes of the activities you have completed
Please can any homework not completed inside your book be stuck in for me to see.
Draw an animal that lives in a
rainforest. Label and write
sentences to describe the
animal.

Practise tying up your shoe
laces. Take pictures or show
Miss Mewett how to tie her
shoelaces .

Do your own science
experiments at home. Take
pictures and tell us about it.

Research a spider monkey and Read a new book and write up
red eyed tree frog.
a book review . You can access
Label the different parts of the the book review sheets in Oak
class.
body.
Write sentences to describe
the differences between these
2 animals. Can you find any
similarities between them?

Design a new rainforest
animal. Draw a picture and
write sentences to tell me
more about


Habitat



Diet



Enemies



Interesting facts

Find and press some Summer
flowers (always ask an adult
before you pick a flower).

Using strips of card create
Write a song or rhyme about
‘Did you know?’ fact cards
your favourite rainforest
about rainforests. Share your animal.
facts with the rest of the class
to amaze them.

Practise your
2, 5 and 10 times table
Listen to songs on you tube
Write down the timetables
Have a member of your family
test you

